ABSTRACT

In columnar databases, data is generally stored in an encoded format to save storage space and reduce I/O. Popular encoding schemes include dictionary encoding, delta encoding, run-length encoding, and bit-packed encoding. In many open-source columnar data formats, performing queries on encoded data requires the data to be first decoded to memory, which is time-consuming. In this paper, we design several novel SIMD-based algorithms to speed up query execution on encoded data. Our algorithms use SIMD to vectorize the execution and skip unnecessary decoding for higher efficiency, achieving a throughput of filtering up to 18 billion numbers per second with single thread. We build SBoost, a columnar data store utilizing these algorithms to speed up filtering on encoded data, thus improving query efficiency. SBoost is written in Java and invokes the SIMD algorithms using JNI, making it readily available for Java-based query platforms, which are dominant in open-source data analytic systems. SBoost demonstrates great potential in speeding up query efficiency in both disk-based analytic queries and in-memory queries by reducing query time by up to 90% compared to Apache Parquet.

1 INTRODUCTION

Columnar databases such as C-Store [23] and MonetDB [10], are increasingly playing important roles in this big data era. Different from traditional RDBMS, which stores data in a row-by-row fashion, columnar databases adapt a column-oriented fashion to organize its data. In a columnar database, values from different columns are physically separated, and data in the same column is stored consecutively. Such a physical layout allows for faster scans on data columns, benefiting from sequential access and irrelevant columns to be skipped during query to avoid I/O overhead. These features make columnar databases the perfect choice for query and analysis on gigantic datasets.

Columnar stores allow efficient encoding techniques to be adopted. Abadi et al. show that in addition to space saving, executing queries on encoded data also exhibits great potential in improving query efficiency[1]. In practice, lightweight encoding algorithms, which trade compression ratio for much faster decompression operations, are preferred as they allow decoding to be performed on the fly without obvious impact to query performance. Widely used encoding schemes includes bit-packed encoding, dictionary encoding, delta encoding, and run-length encoding.

Many previous researches focus on using new hardware features, such as single-instruction-multiple-data (SIMD) instructions, to improve query performance on encoded data. Willhalm et al. [24] demonstrates a new algorithm using 128 bit SIMD instructions to decode 4 bit-packed integers in parallel. Polychroniou et al. [18] propose using SIMD to speed up selection scan, sort, and join operations. Variations of encoding schemes further explore the potential of SIMD processors. BitWeaving [15] and BP-128 [13] are variations of bit-packed encoding. SIMD-PFOR [13] is a variation of patched encoding. These variations all exhibit significant better performance comparing to corresponding scalar version and demonstrate that using SIMD to speed up encoding/decoding operations in database systems has great potential.

However, most of these algorithms work only on customized variation of encoding schemes that either need extra space in the storage format or requires data to be re-organized in a special order, making them space-inefficient and incompatible with standard encoding specifications. For example, one of the variation formats BitWeaving proposes, BWH, requires a separator bit between entries and entries residing within 64-bit lanes that can lead to a space waste of up to 30%. Another variation, BWV packs data tightly, yet requires data to be stored vertically instead of horizontally, e.g., adjacent bits in same entry are separated into adjacent words. In addition to wasting space, converting existing datasets that are already encoded with standard encodings to the new storage format is time-consuming and impractical considering the enormous amount of existing datasets.

To fill the gap, we propose several novel SIMD-based algorithms for fast filtering/decoding data stored in standard encoding formats, including bit-packed encoding, run-length encoding, and dictionary encoding. Our data filtering algorithms works directly on encoded data, efficiently skipping a decoding process, saving bothCPU effort and memory space. Comparing to previous methods, our algorithms can process more numbers in parallel and achieves a throughput of filtering up to 18 billion numbers per second with a single thread.

We implement these algorithms in SBoost, a columnar data store based on Apache Parquet’s storage format. SBoost is implemented in Java, and invokes SIMD algorithms through JNI to speed up data filtering on Parquet tables. SBoost works on widely used standard encoding schemes, making it readily available for existing data stores, and outperforms existing solutions by at least a order of magnitude. By improving query times for both on-disk and in-memory queries in Parquet, SBoost demonstrates great potential in speeding up query efficiency for Java-based query platforms.
The contributions of this paper include

- **Fast Table Filtering on Bit-packed encoded data.** During a selection scan / filtering, predicates such as equality and range search will be applied on data to obtain a comparison result. Many previous systems require data to be either fully or partially decoded before the comparison can be performed. We propose a fast SIMD-based table scan algorithm on bit-packed data. The new vectorized algorithm allows executing predicates directly on encoded data to skip decoding process, and having more numbers processed in parallel to improve throughput, thus achieving ultra-fast data filtering.

- **Fast Table Filtering for Run-length and Dictionary encoded data.** Using query rewriter to convert queries on the encoded data to predicates on underlying bit-packed data and utilizing our fast bit-packed scan algorithm, we propose fast SIMD-based table filtering algorithms for both run-length and dictionary encoded data.

- **Fast Decoding and Table Filtering for Delta encoded data.** Decoding delta encoded data involves an iterative add operation through all data entries. We introduce a new vectorized algorithm for decoding delta encoded values, and further support efficient filtering on the decoded data.

- **Speeding up Java-based Query Platforms with SIMD + JNI.** We build SBoost to demonstrate that our algorithms are able to speed up both OLAP and in-memory queries for Apache Parquet. It also provides JNI interfaces and can be easily migrated to other Java-based query platforms. Our experiments show this architecture has potential to improve query efficiency for other Java-based query platforms such as Spark, ORC, and CarbonData.

The remains of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the supported encoding schemes, as well as previous work. In Section 3 we describe the design and implementation of the SBoost framework for table filtering and decoding. In Section 4 we describe in detail the algorithms proposed for each encoding scheme. Section 5 demonstrates the experimental results. Section 6 conclude our contribution and describe future research directions.

## 2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we describe the encoding schemes involved in this paper, and introduce previous related research.

### 2.1 Encoding Schemes

Here we summarize encoding schemes in this paper.

**Bit-Packed Encoding** Bit-Packed Encoding stores a number using as few bits as possible. Given a list of non-negative numbers \([a_0, a_1, \ldots, a_n]\), bit-packed encoding find a \(w\) satisfying \(a_i < 2^w\), \(\forall i \in [0, n]\), and represents each number losslessly using \(w\) bits. The bits are then concatenated in sequence as the encoding output.

**Run-length Encoding** Run-length Encoding encodes a consecutive run of repeating values as a pair \((val, run-length)\). The list \([a_0, a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_3, a_3, a_3, a_3]\) will be encoded as \([a_0, 2, a_1, 1, a_2, 3, a_3, 4]\). In most prevalent columnar data stores, the result is then bit packed to further save space. The value fields and run-length fields may use different bit packing size.

**Dictionary Encoding** Dictionary Encoding uses a bijective mapping (a dictionary) to map input values of variable length to compact integer codes, and bit pack the result. The dictionary used in the encoding process is prefixed or attached to the encoded data. Dictionary allows conversion from data of arbitrary type to integer codes, further enabling them to be efficiently bit packed or run-length encoded.

**Delta Encoding** Delta Encoding stores the delta between consecutive numbers. Given a list of numbers \([a_0, a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n]\), delta encoding encode it as a list \([b_0 = a_0, b_1 = a_1 - a_0, b_2 = a_2 - a_1, \ldots, b_n = a_n - a_{n-1}]\). The result may then be bit-packed. As the delta between numbers are generally smaller than the numbers themselves, bit-packing the delta allows higher compression ratio than directly bit-packing the original data.

### 2.2 Related Work

**Database Encoding and SIMD** Database systems involve extremely intensive IO operations. Compression techniques greatly reduce the amount of data to be transferred at the cost of CPU occupancy upon decompression. Various studies \([3, 11, 20]\) explore the impact of compression on database performance.

Columnar data stores save data from the same column in consecutive manner, allowing efficient application of encoding techniques mentioned in this paper. Encodings achieves high compression ratios with relative low CPU consumption. They also allows in-situ query execution without decoding the entire data block \([1]\). These advantages make them more favorable than generic compression algorithms, such as GZip and Snappy, in database systems.

As decoding processes generally involves independent simple operations on multiple data entries, SIMD seems like a perfect solution to the problem. Willhalm et al. \([24]\) describe a SIMD-based algorithm for decoding and filtering tightly bit-packed data. While Willhalm’s algorithm uses one 32-bit lane to filter each entry, and can process at most 16 entries in parallel using AVX-512, our algorithm fits as many entries as possible into a 64-bit lane, and can process up to 256 entries for entry size of 2, or 168 entries for entry size of 3 in parallel. In the experiments, our algorithm is able to achieve up to 12x throughput in filtering speed compare to Willhalm’s algorithm and allowing us to filter up to 18 billion values per second.

Others focus on designing encoding variations that work well with SIMD. Stepanov et al. \([22]\) introduce a SIMD version of varint-G8IU \([5]\). Lemire et al. propose SIMD-PFastPFOR \([13]\), a SIMD variation of PFOR \([27]\) that pads both binary-packed data and exception arrays to be aligned with SIMD word boundaries. Li et al. demonstrate BWH and BWV, variations of bit-packed encoding that supports SIMD based fast filtering and early-pruning \([15]\).

**SIMD Acceleration in other Database Operations** SIMD has many advantages comparing to other hardware acceleration alternatives. Most importantly, SIMD is built in CPU and has direct access to CPU database and cache, avoiding data movement between different device memories. SIMD also has instruction level inter-operability with control flow codes, allowing fine-grain transition between parallel and scalar mode.

SIMD based algorithms have been proposed for almost every aspects of database execution. Zhou et al. \([26]\) describe the general
We build SBoost, a columnar data store supporting SIMD-based fast decoding operations, greatly reducing both CPU and memory consumption.

idea of using SIMD for various database operators including scan, aggregation, index scan and join. Chhugani et al. [4] use SIMD to implement a bitonic merge network for merge sort. Ross et al. [21] proposes to speed up hash join by optimizing Cuckoo hashtable [6] with SIMD. Jha et al. [12] experimentally explores the hardware oblivious and hardware conscious joins on Xeon Phi platform with SIMD optimization. Other applications including vectorized bloom filter [19] and bitmap counting [17].

3 SYSTEM DESIGN

We build SBoost, a columnar data store supporting SIMD-based fast table scan based on Apache Parquet[7], a prevalent open source columnar format. We design SBoost to be system independent, allowing it to be easily migrated to other columnar stores.

Figure 1 describes SBoost’s system architecture. A Parquet file is comprised of multiple row groups, each consisting of multiple fixed size pages, which are binary data buffers storing encoded column data. When filtering or decoding data from a column, SBoost locates corresponding data pages from the Parquet file, maps each page to off-heap memory, and invokes the corresponding SIMD algorithms, which are implemented in C++, through JNI to process all data items in that page. Results are then passed back to the JVM for further processing. This design avoids data movement between the JVM and native memory, also minimize the number of JNI invocations, which has non-negligible cost.

SBoost defines two APIs, filter and decode, for each encoding scheme. filter executes a predicate on an encoded column, and outputs a bitmap indicating values satisfying the predicate. decode decodes encoded data to ready-for-output format.

For columns that appear only in a select but not in a project, SBoost executes `decode` on them. SBoost designs novel algorithms utilizing SIMD parallelization to speed up decoding process.

For columns involved in both select and projection, SBoost first uses `filter` to generates bitmap on the column, and uses the bitmap result to efficiently perform data skipping, saving time for decoding operations on unmatched data.

3.1 Operator for Data Filtering

SBoost supports common predicates, including equal, not equal, greater than, less than, and their logical combinations in data filtering. We implement these predicates using two operators: `equal`, which tests whether the target is equal to a given value \( a \), and `less`, which tests whether the target is less than a given upper-bound \( a \). These operators take as input the encoded data and output a bitmap.

It is easy to see that all predicates and their combinations can be implemented using these two operators with simple logical operations. For example, less-equal \((x, a) = x \leq a\) can be obtained by or(less\((x, a)\), equal\((x, a)\)), and range \((a, x, b) = a \leq x < b\) can be obtained by xor(less\((x, a)\), less\((x, b)\)), with the presumption that \(a \leq b\). When introducing our implementation of `filter`, we will focus on describing how we implement `equal` and `less` operators.

4 SIMD ALGORITHMS

In this section, we detail the SIMD algorithms we design for each encoding scheme to speed up predicate execution and decoding on encoded data.

In subsequent sections, we use uppercase letters to denote SIMD words and lowercase letters for scalars. We use subscripts to indicate elements in SIMD words. E.g., for a SIMD word \(A\), we use \(A_0, A_1, \ldots, A_n\) to denote the data entries in it, in small-endian fashion. Entry size varies and will be clarified when needed.

4.1 Data Filtering for Bit-Packed Encoded Integers

In this section, we introduce our algorithm using AVX-512 for `filter` on bit-packed encoded integers. It also serves as the foundation of subsequent algorithms.

Preprocessing The first step of our algorithm is loading encoded data in a 512-bit SIMD word, and align them to 64-bit lanes. We load 4 128-bit SIMD words separately, combining them as one 512-bit word, and use `_mm512_shuffle_epi8` to do 128-bit lane shuffling, sending bytes belonging to each entry into corresponding 64-bit lanes. We then use `_mm512_srli_epi64` to shift data to be aligned to lane boundary.

The purpose of this operation is to get data ready for the arithmetic operation we perform in the next step. Intel’s SIMD instruction set only provides arithmetic instructions within 64-bit lane. While previous methods, such as BitWeaving, handle the problem by aligning data to 64-bit lanes when storing data, we perform such alignment on the fly. This saves both storage space and data transformation cost. Our experiments show executing the alignment operation at runtime introducing negligible performance impact.
In addition, we also study an alternative of directly performing 512-bit arithmetic operations, eliminating the need of performing data alignment. This is detailed in Section 5.

Equal Operator Given a SIMD word \( X \) containing \( n \) entries, each consisting of \( e \) bits, and a scalar \( a \), the equal operator checks how many entries in \( X \) are equal to \( a \). Let \( M \) be the most significant bit (MSB) mask that has 1 at the MSB of every entry, and 0 everywhere else, e.g., \( \forall i, M_i = 1 \iff (e-1) \). A SIMD word having every entry equals to \( a \), e.g. \( A = a \). The algorithm computes

\[
D = X \odot A \\
R = D \mid ((D \& \sim M) + \sim M)
\]

and return \( R \) as a sparse bitmap containing the equality test result in the MSB of each entry.

\[
X_i = a \iff (R_i)_{msb} = 0
\]

We demonstrate how this algorithm works with an example. Let \( X \) be a SIMD word containing two 3-bit entries \( X_1 = 3, X_2 = 5 \), and \( a = 3 \), we have \( X = 101011, A = 011011 \). The MSB mask \( M = 100100 \). Applying the computations above, we obtain \( R = 101000 \). The 6th bit (e.g., MSB of \( X_2 \)) of \( R \) is 1, meaning that \( X_2 \) fails the equality test. The 3rd bits (e.g., MSB of \( X_1 \)) of \( R \) is 0, meaning that \( X_1 \) passes the equality test.

The algorithm checks whether \( x = a \) by examining if \( d = x \oplus a = 0 \). Let \( d_{msb} \) be the remaining bits in \( d \) excluding MSB, \( d_{rb} = d \& \sim m, d \neq 0 \) if and only if one of the following is true:

- \( d_{msb} = 1 \)
- \( d_{rb} \neq 0 \iff (d_{rb} + \sim m) \) generates a carry to MSB

\[
(d_{rb} + \sim m)_{msb} = 1 \iff ((d \& \sim m) + \sim m)_{msb} = 1
\]

Let \( r = d \mid ((d \& \sim m) + \sim m) \), we see

\[
x = a \iff d = 0 \iff r_{msb} = 0
\]

Less Operator The \textless \textit{less} operator takes a SIMD word \( X \) and a scalar \( a \), determining whether for each entry \( X_i \in X, X_i < a \). We construct \( M \) and \( A \) in the same way as described above, and compute

\[
U = (X \mid M) - (A \& \sim M) \\
R = (\sim A \& (X \mid U)) \mid (X \& U)
\]

then return \( R \) as a sparse bitmap satisfying

\[
X_i < a \iff (R_i)_{msb} = 0
\]

The algorithm checks whether \( x < a \) by examining if one of the following cases happens

- \( x_{msb} = 0 \) and \( a_{msb} = 1 \)
- \( s_{msb} = a_{msb} \) and \( x_{rb} \neq a_{rb} \) causes a carry

In the first case, \( x_{msb} = 0 \) and \( a_{msb} = 1 \iff (a \& \sim x)_{msb} = 1 \)

In the second case, let \( u = (x \mid m) - (a \& \sim m) \)

\[
x_{msb} = a_{msb} \iff \neg(x \oplus a)_{msb} = 1
\]

Combining the equations above we have

\[
x < a \iff \neg((a \& x) \mid \sim(u))_{msb} = 1
\]

Using boolean algebra to simplify the formula, we have

\[
(a \& x) \mid (\sim(a \& x) \& \sim u) = \sim(a \& (x \mid c)) \mid (x \& c) \sim r
\]

This shows:

\[
x < a \iff r_{msb} = 0
\]

Our algorithm exhibits several advantages comparing to previous methods. SIMDScan [24] moves each data entry into a separate 32-bit lane and makes comparisons, allowing it to process at most 16 entries in parallel with AVX-512. We perform the comparison \textit{in situ}, avoiding unnecessary data movement, and process up to 256 entries in parallel. BitWeaving [15] requires one bit to be preserved between data entries, and data be aligned to 64-bit lanes. We allows data to be tightly packed when stored, saving up to 30% storage space, and process up to 50% more data in parallel.

**Dealing with cross-boundary entries** For entries crossing SIMD word boundary, we use unaligned load instruction to load the next SIMD word including that entry. Previous research [24] suggests that unaligned load/store leads to negligible performance penalties on recent Intel CPUs, and our experiments also justify this conclusion.

On platforms where unaligned load/store may lead to unacceptable performance penalties, we propose an alternative solution that simply extracts the involved bytes from SIMD register and use scalar comparison to execute predicates on them. The result is then written back to the corresponding location in the result data stream. We only need to write MSB for the given entry, which can be done with a bitwise operation involving one single byte in memory.

### 4.2 Data Filtering for Run-Length Encoded Integers

As is described in Section 2.1, run-length encoded data comprises of consecutive number pairs (val, \( \text{run-length} \)). These pairs are often then tightly bit packed. While the approach described in this section targets bit-packed integers, the approach can be generalized to run-length encoding of other fixed-size attributes.

We utilize the bit-packed filter algorithm described in Section 4.1 to generate this run-length bitmap. The basic idea is to execute predicates on val fields, while leaving run-length fields unchanged. This generates a run-length encoded bitmap. For example, when executing predicate \( x < 200 \) on a run-length encoded data sequence \( \{105, 2, 339, 4, 242, 1, 132, 8\} \), the output is \( \{1, 2, 0, 4, 0, 1, 1, 8\} \). This kind of bitmap had been widely adopted in previous works [8, 9, 14, 25].

We show that by setting bits corresponding to run-length fields to 0 in all input parameters except for \( X \) used in Equation (1) and
We can see that if all parameters except for \( x \) will have the same value in their run-length fields, and leads to a range scan. To solve such problem, we simply rewrite the operation tree for Equation (1). The numbers above each node shows how the bits from input change after each operation. We can see that if all parameters except for \( x \) (the gray blocks in figure) have their run-length fields set to 0, the run-length values from will be preserved. We perform the same check for less operator, as is shown in Figure 3 and get the same conclusion. This shows that by leaving the run-length fields as 0 in all parameters except for \( x \) used in Equation (1) and Equation (3), we can get a run-length bitmap generated by applying the bit-packed filter algorithm.

Some complex operators may need additional processing, though. For example, range operator can be obtained by \( \text{range}(x, a, b) = \text{less}(x, a) \oplus \text{less}(x, b) \). For our analysis above, \( \text{less}(x, i) \) will preserve the run-length fields in input. Thus both operands of \( \text{xor} \) will have the same value in their run-length fields, and leads to 0 after the operation. To solve such problem, we simply rewrite \( \text{range}(x, a, b) = \text{less}(x, a) \oplus (\text{less}(x, b) \& \ldots \ldots \ldots 0) \). That is, adding a mask that erases run-length fields from the right operand. This allows run-length fields data to be preserved during range operator. Similar technique can be applied to other operators.

4.3 Data Filtering for Dictionary Encoded Data

Our filter algorithm for dictionary encoded data again makes use of filter of bit-packed integers. The basic idea is that by rewriting predicates on dictionary encoded data to predicates on bit-packed data, we convert a predicate on dictionary encoded data into a predicate on bit-packed integer, which can be efficiently processed using the algorithm described before.

Formally, if we use dictionary \( d : \langle \text{key} \rangle \rightarrow \text{code} \) to encode list \( [a_i] \) to \([d(a_i)]\), then for any predicate \( p \) on \( a_i \), it is always possible to build a predicate \( p' \) on \( d(a_i) \), satisfying \( \forall i, p(a_i) = p'(d(a_i)) \).

For equal operator \( p(a_i) = [a_i = a] \), we define \( p'(b_i) = [\lfloor d(a_i) = d(a) \rfloor] \). It is easy to verify \( p' \) satisfies the condition above as \( d \) is bijective. Non-equality cases can be processed in the same way.

For less operator to work we must have a order-preserving dictionary \([2, 16]\). An order-preserving dictionary \( d_o \) makes sure the codes follow the same order as their corresponding keys, e.g., \( a_i > a_j \iff d_o(a_i) > d_o(a_j) \). Thus assume \( d_o \) is order-preserving, less predicate \( p(a_i) = [a_i < \lfloor f o o r \rfloor] \) can be rewritten as \( p'(d(a_i)) = [d(a_i) < d(\lfloor f o o r \rfloor)] \).

In addition, for string types, order-preserving dictionary support a prefix lookup operation \( \text{lookup(prefix)} \rightarrow (\text{mincode}, \text{maxcode}) \), which allows us to effectively support prefix scan by rewriting it as a range scan.

Have shown that all predicates on a dictionary encoded data can be rewritten as predicates on bit-packed data, it is then straightforward to execute them using the bit-packed filter algorithm.

4.4 Fast Decoding and Filtering for Delta Encoded Data

In this section, we introduce our vectorized algorithm for decoding delta encoded integer and float data utilizing AVX2’s hadd instruction.

As is described in Section 2.1, delta encoding stores delta between consecutive numbers in a tightly bit-packed format. We first use the same algorithm as is described in the pre-processing step of Section 4.1 to unpack the bit-packed numbers into 16-bit or 32-bit lanes, depending on the size of original data.

With data unpacked as either 16-bit or 32-bit integers in SIMD words, the next step is to compute their cumulative sum in order to obtain original data. We introduce a \( \text{cumsum} \) function that computes the cumulative sum of each entry in a SIMD register. That is, given SIMD word \( B = [B_0, B_1, \ldots, B_n] \), \( A = \text{cumsum}(B) \) computes \( A = [A_0, A_1, \ldots, A_n] \) where \( A_i = \sum_{k=0}^{i} B_k \). The \( \text{cumsum} \) function for 256 bit SIMD word and 16/32 bit integer is demonstrated in Algorithm 1.

Figure 4 illustrates how the 32-bit algorithm works, where we use \( b_{ij} \) to denote \( \sum_{k=0}^{ij} b_k \). 16-bit cumsum works in a similar manner and we skip the description here for succinctness. Line 7 uses \( \text{permute} \) instruction to shift the input to left by 32 bits, shifting in 0. Line 8 uses \( \text{hadd} \) on the original input \( b \) and the shifted input \( b p \) to obtain sum of adjacent number pairs. Line 9 reorders the result using \( \text{permute} \) instruction, and line 10 uses \( \text{hadd} \) one more time to obtain partial sum of at most 4 consecutive numbers. Line 11 shifts the result of line 10 to the left by 128 bits, shifting in 0. Line 12 performs a 32-bit add to obtain cumulative sum for each index, and line 13 reorders the entry to correct sequence.
We describe the 32 bit version here, and the 16 bit version can be implemented in a similar manner.

The variable latest in Algorithm 2 tracks the latest number we have computed so far, and is initialized to 0. Line 4 unpacks the bit-packed entry into SIMD words, and line 5 computes the cumulative sum on it. Line 6 adds latest to the cumulative result, obtaining the decoded value, and line 7 updates latest with the last entry.

![Figure 4: Use hadd to compute 32-bit Cumulative Sum](image)

Algorithm 2 decode for Delta Encoded 32 bit Integer

1. function Decode(stream)
2.    latest = 0;
3.    while stream.hasNext do
4.        word = UNPACK(stream.next);
5.        cumsum = CUMSUM(word);
6.        decoded = _mm256_add_epi32(cumsum, latest);
7.        latest = _mm256_extract_epi32(decoded, 7);
8.        OUTPUT(decoded);
9.    end while
10. end function

Filter uses the output from decode, and utilize SIMD comparison operations to execute predicate on decoded entries. The result is a dense bitmap and can efficiently be used in future operations.

Algorithm 3 filter for Delta Encoded 32 bit Integer

1. function FILTER(stream, predicate)
2.    latest = 0;
3.    while stream.hasNext do
4.        decoded = DECODE(stream.next);
5.        if predicate.op == EQUAL then
6.            scanRes = _mm256_cmp_epi32_mask(decoded, predicate.val, _MM_CMPINT_EQ);
7.        else if predicate.op == LESS then
8.            scanRes = _mm256_cmp_epi32_mask(decoded, predicate.val, _MM_CMPINT_LT);
9.        end if
10.     OUTPUT(scanRes);
11. end while
12. end function

To the best of our knowledge, no previous vectorized algorithm has been proposed for standard delta encoding. Lemire et al. [13] propose a vectorized variation of delta encoding for SIMD using SSE4 instructions. Instead of computing delta between adjacent numbers, Lemire’s algorithm computes and stores delta between number pairs whose index are differ by 4 (as SSE4 registers can hold 4 32-bit integers). For example, given number \([a_0, a_1, \ldots, a_7]\), it stores \([a_0, a_1, a_2, a_3, a_4 - a_0, a_5 - a_1, a_6 - a_2, a_7 - a_3]\). When performing decoding, it loads every 4 entries into a SSE4 word and performs SIMD add operation to get original data. This variation speeds up decoding at the cost of storage space. In average, delta between these number pairs is four times of delta between adjacent numbers, and cost 2 more bits per entry for storage. When migrating this algorithm to larger SIMD word such as AVX-512, the extra space cost can be up to 4 bits per entry.

5 EXPERIMENTS

We use an experiment platform equipped with 2 Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4116 CPUs@2.10GHz, and 190G memory. SIMD codes are
compiled using GCC 5.4.0, with -O3 flag. Software platforms used in the experiment include JDK Version 1.8.0_152, Scala Version 2.12.4, Apache Parquet version 1.9.0.

5.1 Microbenchmarks

In this section we evaluate SBoost’s filter/decode algorithm performance on in-memory data, with single thread.

Data Filtering on Bit-Packed Integer

Figure 5 shows the experimental result of SBoost’s filter operation on bit-packed encoded integers. In Figure 5a we compare SBoost with Willhalm’s SIMDScan algorithm [13, 24], rewritten in AVX-512, and Apache’s Parquet implementation, rewritten in C++. We can see that both algorithms outperform Parquet’s highly optimized scalar algorithm by over one order of magnitude. Moreover, SBoost outperforms SIMDScan by another one order of magnitude on smaller entry sizes.

SBoost achieves higher efficiency on smaller entry size primarily due to higher parallelization. While SIMDScan uses one 32-bit lane for each bit-packed entry, SBoost can fit more than one entry in each 32-bit lane and compare them in parallel, thus achieves higher throughput for smaller entry sizes. SBoost is able to achieve up to 12x performance compared to SIMDScan (over 18 billion numbers per second). When entry size increases to over 22 bits one 64-bit lane can only accommodate at most 2 entries, which is the same as SIMDScan. Consequently, the throughput drops to the same level as SIMDScan.

We also compare SBoost to BitWeaving-H [15], rewritten in AVX-512. As mentioned before, BitWeaving-H does not use tightly bit-packed encoding. Instead, it uses an encoding scheme that trades storage space for efficient processing. Data in BitWeaving-H is stored in 64-bit lanes, with one bit reserved between each entry. We show that SBoost outperforms BitWeaving-H by 10~25% for small entry sizes, again due to higher parallelization. In Figure 5b, we show that SBoost outperforms BitWeaving-H by 10~25% for small entry sizes, again due to higher parallelization. In Figure 5c, we demonstrate the space usage to storing 1 billion numbers in tightly bit-packed format and in BitWeaving-H format. For smaller entries, SBoost is faster than BitWeaving-H. For larger entries, SBoost achieves similar performance as BitWeaving-H, but use much less space (at most 30% space saving).

We see that SBoost does not only outperform previous algorithms on tightly bit-packed integers, it also achieves same or better performance than BitWeaving-H. This shows using SBoost with tightly bit-packed integers is the best choice for both data filtering speed and storage efficiency.

Next, we propose an instruction modification that is able to further improve the efficiency of this algorithm, and may inspire future research. As is described in Section 4.1, our algorithm needs some extra pre-processing step to align data to 64-bit lanes, due to the limitation in arithmetic operation of Intel CPU. This step does not only costs extra CPU cycles, but also limits the number of entry we can process in parallel. For example, with entry size equals 13, we can fit 39 entries into 512-bit lanes, but only 32 entries in eight 64-bit lanes.

To study the impact of this limitation, we implement a software AVX-512 add/sub instruction and test its performance. We also evaluate the throughput if this 512-bit arithmetic instruction is supported and it takes the same cycles as 64-bit arithmetic operation, by counting the number of instructions executed. We notice that when using our software implementation of 512-bit arithmetic operations, throughput decreases to around 50~70% of SBoost due to the extra effort we employ to manually handle cross-lane carry bits. However, if this instruction is supported by hardware, we can gain another 15~20% performance improvement compared to SBoost, which is 20x to SIMDScan, and nearly 2x to BitWeaving-H. This shows that our algorithm has potential to further improve throughput and we explore the possibility of using dedicated hardware for a hardware implementation of this instruction to verify this in the future.

Finally, we conduct a performance evaluation on filter for dictionary encoded data. Previously we mention that for filter on dictionary-bit-packed encoded data, we use a order preserving dictionary and rewrite query to convert the operation into a filter on bit-packed encoded integers. We omit the result here for succinctness as it is identical to what is shown in Figure 5a. As a summary, SBoost is able to achieve nearly two orders of magnitude throughput comparing to Parquet, and can filter up to 18 billion bit-packed entries per second.

Data Filtering on Run-Length Encoded Integer

Next, we report our experimental result of SBoost’s filter performance on run-length encoded integer. We vary both value field size and run-length field size, and report the result in Figure 6. Based on analysis on a real-world public dataset collection containing over 15,000 columns we have seen that over 99% of the datasets have an average run-length of less than $2^{10}$, and thus focus our study on small entry sizes. It can be seen that while changing field size makes no difference to Parquet, SBoost again benefits much when dealing with small entries.

With a run-length field size of 5, SBoost achieves in average 20x and at most 40x throughput compared to Parquet, and can process in average 2 billion entries per second. When a larger run-length field size (15) is used, SBoost performance degrades due to less entries can be processed in parallel. Even though, it still achieves an average throughput of 1 billion entries per second.

Even with extremely large run-length field size (26), which means only 8 to 16 entry can fit in a AVX-512 word, SBoost still manages to process 0.5 billion entries per second, which provides a lower bound of the algorithm’s throughput.

Decoding Delta Encoded Integer

We report our experiment on SBoost’s decode algorithm for Delta encoding. We compare our algorithm with the following methods.

- Scalar Decoding algorithm, which extract entries and computes the cumulative sum entry by entry.
- Lemire’s vectorized variation of delta encoding [13], rewritten using AVX2. Parquet uses a similar encoding format as is used in this algorithm.

In Figure 7 we compare the throughput of these algorithms. Not surprisingly, Lemire’s algorithm performs best as it only execute a single add instruction for each 8 numbers, and reaches a throughput of around 1.5 billion numbers per second. However, SBoost also manages to maintain a performance of 1 billion numbers per second, while they both outperform the scalar method by one order of magnitude.
5.2 Boosting JVM-based Columnar Stores

In this section, we demonstrate our experiment results of using SBoost to speed up data filtering/decoding in Apache’s Java implementation of Parquet, and further improve query efficiency. We hand-craft a simple query engine, and execute TPC-H queries against both SBoost and Parquet. SBoost utilizes JNI to invoke SIMD algorithms for columns with supported data type and encoding, while retreating to Parquet’s default implementation for columns that are not supported.

As SBoost aims at improving table filtering/decoding speed, we choose Q1 and Q6 from TPC-H queries as they only involve select/project operators. We use the TPC-H data generator to generate test datasets with scale varied from 1 to 30, and read files from both disk and memory (ramdisk) – simulating executions in both OLAP data stores and in-memory data stores.

We encode string columns `shipdate`, `line_status`, and double columns `extend_price`, `discount`, `tax` with dictionary-bit-packed encoding using a order-preserving dictionary, and integer column `quantity` with bit-packed encoding. We use SBoost `filter` to execute predicates on `shipdate`, and `quantity`, and use `decode` to extract `line_status`.
The experiment results are shown in Figure 8. For execution against files stored in both physical disk and in ram disk (simulating an in-memory database), we observe similar results. In Q1, the only predicate is on shipdate column, which can be executed efficiently with SBoost. In addition, quantity can benefit from SBoost’s decode function. As a result, SBoost is one order of magnitude faster than Parquet’s default implementation. For Q6, there are four columns involved in predicate execution, of which only two (quantity and shipdate) can be speed up using SBoost. The projected columns are all of double type thus do not benefit from SBoost. Even with these limitations, SBoost uses only 45% of Parquet’s execution time.

In addition, we notice that the time difference between in-disk and in-memory execution, which is caused by I/O latency, is relatively small (5% ~ 10% of total time). As our experiment platform has large memory capacity, data files stored on hard disk can be efficiently read into page cache upon first access, making later operations equivalent to in-memory operations. This also shows that CPU computation, rather than disk IO, becomes the critical performance bottleneck for these queries, which further justify the effectiveness of our approach.

Overall, we believe this result clearly demonstrate SBoost’s potential application in both disk-based OLAP and in-memory databases.

5.3 Scalability

In this section, we study the scalability of SBoost algorithms. It is straightforward to parallelize algorithms we introduce in this paper for bit-packed encoding, run-length encoding, and dictionary encoding. We simply split the input/output into multiple slices and process each slice with one thread.

For delta encoding, we use a two-pass method. In the first pass, we split input and output into slices as described above, and compute cumulative sum in each slice using the delta-decoding algorithm described before. In the second pass, for each slice, we add to it the sum of last elements from all slices before it. As in this phase, data in each slice has been decoded to 16-bit or 32-bit lanes, the add operation can be done efficiently using _mm512_add_epi16 and _mm512_add_epi32.

Figure 9 shows the performance of bit-packed filter algorithm using multithreading. Run-length filter and dictionary filter, which are based on the same algorithm, exhibit similar patterns.

It can be noticed that multithreading does benefit the algorithm. Using 16 threads generally brings 4x~5x throughput comparing to single thread in all cases. However, we also notice that using more than 16 threads does not bring further benefit. For entry size of 3, adding more threads causes throughput to drop around 10%. For all other entry sizes, throughput stalls at some plateaus.
The multi-threaded Delta decode algorithm, as is demonstrated in Figure 10, exhibits a similar pattern. Using more threads helps in the beginning, but no longer has obvious effect after using more than 16 threads.

This result is likely caused by hardware limitation. Our hardware platform is equipped with two CPUs, each with 12 cores. As the decoding process is highly CPU intensive, when the number of threads exceed available cores of each socket, system performance will not benefit from more threads.

Nevertheless, this demonstrates that our algorithms scale reasonably well within hardware limit and can make full utilization of available cores.

6 CONCLUSION

Hardware acceleration plays an important role in database research. Among all possible solutions, SIMD has exhibited great potential, with advantages such as direct memory access and fused control flow. In this paper, we introduce novel SIMD algorithms for prevalent encoding schemes that support predicate execution directly on encoded data. Our algorithms work on standard encodings, requiring no additional storage space or special file format, yet providing lightening processing speed. Our data filter algorithm for bit-packed encoded integer and dictionary-bit-packed encoded integer / string can process over 18 billions numbers per second. Our algorithm for delta encoded integers and run-length encoded integers also achieves a throughput of over 1 billion numbers per second. We implement these algorithms and build a columnar data store SBoost based on Apache’s Parquet. Our experimental results demonstrate that the new algorithms outperform their counterparts by at least one order of magnitude. It reduces query time by up to 90% for in-memory queries.

In the future, we plan to extend this work in several directions. We observe several limitations due to lacking SIMD instruction support, and are interested in developing accelerators of our algorithms to further improve efficiency. Furthermore, we would like to utilize our bit-packed data filtering algorithm for faster table joins and aggregations directly on encoded data.
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